
ALL-INCLUSIVE WORKSHOP MALLORCA 

10.-14.10.2019


Dear photographer, 


please find below the plan for this amazing event.


10.10. Thursday 

We will pick you up by car from the airport and wait for you at the arrival hall. The transfer from the 
airport to our beautiful villa will take about 45 minutes. After we have arrived we will show you 
around and give you your room so you can settle down.

There are snacks and cold drinks waiting for you in one of the kitchens, and you can enjoy your 
time by the pool or around the villa.

When everybody has arrived at the villa, we will make a small introduction round, and we will talk 
about the possibilities and the preferred shooting styles. 

Around 7pm we will have our first home made dinner. We will ensure that our cook prepares only 
what everybody likes.


11.10. Friday  

7:00  breakfast

8:00 we will start our first photo shooting block in and around the villa

11:00 the end of the morning photo shootings

12:00  lunch in the villa

13-14:30 free time for your private photo shootings or to relax by the pool

15:00 we will leave to the second shooting block of the day to shoot in the beautiful mountains 

16:00 start of the second block

19:00 the end of the afternoon photo shootings

20:00 dinner in our beautiful villa 


12.10. Saturday 

5:00  breakfast 

5:30  we will leave for sunrise photo shooting on the beach 

6:30  we will start our first photo shooting

9:30  the end of the morning photo shootings, we will return to our villa

10:30-12:00 we can enjoy a free time to relax

12:00 lunch in the villa

13-15:00 free time for your private photo shootings or to relax by the pool

15:30 we will leave to the second shooting block of the day to shoot in the pool and around the 
villa

18:30 the end of the afternoon photo shootings

19:00 dinner in our beautiful villa 


13.10. Sunday 

7:00 breakfast

8:00 we will start our first photo shooting block in and around the villa

11:00 the end of the morning photo shootings

12:00 lunch in the villa

13-14:30 free time for your private photo shootings or to relax by the pool

15:00 we will leave to the second shooting block of the day to shoot in the lost places

16:00 start of the second block

19:00 the end of the afternoon photo shootings




20:00 Dinner in our beautiful villa with gastronomical surprise and closing party


14.10. Monday 

8:00 breakfast

10:00 check out from the villa and transport back to the airport


We are very much looking forward to experience all of this with you!  

Veronika and CzechPhotoShoot team :)


* the schedule is only informative, the time and the locations can change according to the weather 
and other circumstances. 



